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ON OPTIMAL NEIGHBOR DISCOVERY
PHILIPP H. KINDT AND SAMARJIT CHAKRABORTY
Abstract. Mobile devices apply neighbor discovery (ND) protocols to wirelessly initiate a first contact within
the shortest possible amount of time and with minimal energy consumption. For this purpose, over the last
decade, a vast number of ND protocols have been proposed, which have progressively reduced the relation
between the time within which discovery is guaranteed and the energy consumption. In spite of the simplicity
of the problem statement, even after more than 10 years of research on this specific topic, new solutions are
still proposed even today. Despite the large number of known ND protocols, given an energy budget, what
is the best achievable latency still remains unclear. This paper addresses this question and for the first time
presents safe and tight, duty-cycle-dependent bounds on the worst-case discovery latency that no ND protocol
can beat. Surprisingly, several existing protocols are indeed optimal, which has not been known until now.
We conclude that there is no further potential to improve the relation between latency and duty-cycle, but
future ND protocols can improve their robustness against packet collisions.
1. Introduction
Wireless networks that operate without any fixed infrastructure are rapidly growing in importance. Since all
devices in such a mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) run on batteries or rely on intermittently available energy-
harvesting sources, the energy spent for communication should be as low as possible. Typically, the radios
are duty-cycled and wake up only for short durations of time for carrying out the necessary communication
and then go back to a sleep mode. While such duty-cycled communication schemes are easy to realize when
the clocks of all devices are synchronized and their wakeup schedules are known by all participants of the net-
work, asynchronous communication (i.e., communication without synchronized clocks) remains a challenging
problem. One of the most important asynchronous procedures is establishing a first contact between multiple
wireless devices, which is referred to as neighbor discovery (ND).
Neighbor Discovery: ND is used for detecting the devices in range or for clock synchronization in the course
of establishing a connection, after which more data can be exchanged in a synchronous fashion. The main
goal is to carry out ND within the lowest-possible amount of time and in the most energy-efficient manner.
In this design space, a vast number of ND protocols have been presented in the literature, and new discovery
solutions are being proposed almost weekly. The number of neighbor discovery protocols proposed in the last
10 years easily exceeds 100. Many of them, e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14], concern deterministic
discovery, in which discovery between a pair of devices can be guaranteed within a certain amount of time.
The ND protocols proposed in the literature could progressively reduce the guaranteed worst-case latencies for
every given energy-budget. For example, the Griassdi [13]- protocol proposed in 2017 is claimed to achieve by
87 % lower worst-case latencies than Searchlight-Striped [5], which has been proposed in 2012. However, despite
the significant attention the ND problem has received in the literature, the fundamental question regarding the
theoretically lowest possible worst-case latency that any ND protocol could guarantee still remains unanswered.
Performance of ND Protocols: In the absence of bounds, comparisons among multiple ND protocols are
difficult, because there is no common base. The results of such comparisons depend on the choice of protocols,
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their parametrization and the assumed setup. Hence, though a certain protocol might beat others in such a
comparison, it might perform worse if the boundary conditions change. In addition, most known protocols,
e.g., [3, 5, 10], subdivide time into multiple slots. The device sleeps in most slots, whereas some slots are
active ones used for communication. In each active slot, a device sends a beacon at the beginning and/or end
of the slot and listens for incoming beacons in the meantime. Discovery occurs once two active slots overlap
in time. Usually, the performance is quantified in terms of a worst-case number of slots until discovery is
guaranteed. Though a certain protocol could perform better than another one in terms of slots, differences in
the supported range of slot lengths could lead to a different picture in terms of time. However, the shortest
supported slot length of almost all known protocols and hence the corresponding worst-case latency in terms
of time remains unknown. As a result, such comparisons are often not meaningful, and ultimately, one could
ask the question whether there are still real advancements in the development of ND protocols.
Moreover, despite slotted protocols having been studied thoroughly in the literature, many protocols that
are frequently used in practice, e.g, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), do not rely on a slotted paradigm. They
schedule reception windows and beacon transmissions with periodic intervals and offer three degrees of freedom
that can be configured freely (i.e., the periods for reception and transmission and the length of each reception
window). The high practical relevance of such protocols is underpinned by 4.7 billion BLE-devices that were
expected to be sold in 2018 [15]. This has also raised the interest to fully understand such ND procedures.
In particular, finding beneficial parametrizations for periodic interval-based protocols has been studied the
literature recently, e.g., in [14, 12, 13]. However, until today, it is not clear to which extent the performance of
such protocols can potentially scale by optimizing their parametrization. In summary, despite the large volume
of available literature, it is not possible to reasonably assess and classify the performance of ND protocols with
the available methodology.
In this paper, we study the fundamental limits of pairwise, deterministic ND. In particular, we establish
relations between the discovery latency, channel utilization (and hence packet collision rate) and duty-cycle.
No pairwise ND protocol can achieve better relations than the ones obtained in this paper. The resulting
bounds not only give important insights into the design of ND protocols, but will serve as a baseline for
more objective performance comparisons. In addition, we can classify the absolute performance of existing
protocols. Surprisingly, our analysis will show that some recently proposed protocols actually perform optimal
and scale across almost the entire Pareto-front, which has not been known until now. Therefore, there is no
further potential to optimize the relation between worst-case latency and duty-cycle, or the worst-case latency,
duty-cycle and channel-utilization. However, as we show, there is further potential to optimize the robustness
against packet collisions, which become an issue when many devices carry out ND simultaneously.
Principle of ND: In general, a radio can either be in a sleep state, listen to the channel or transmit a
beacon. Hence, the basic building blocks of a ND protocol are given by these three operations and any ND
protocol can be represented as a unique pattern of them. For a higher power-budget, the number of beacons
and/or the number or lengths of reception phases is increased and a discovery procedure is successful once a
beacon overlaps with a reception window on another device. Since the design space of all possible reception-
and transmission patterns allows for a literally infinite number of possible configurations (i.e., each reception
phase might have its unique length, the time between each two consecutive reception phases or beacons can
have arbitrary values, etc.), a solution to this problem cannot be obtained using conventional methods, such
as exhaustive searches or approximation techniques. Further, the majority of related work has restricted its
scope to slotted protocols, thereby developing methods that are applicable to only a small part of the design
space. As a result, this problem remained open for the last two decades.
ND Scenarios: For different scenarios, the ND problem appears in different forms, and we provide funda-
mental bounds for multiple of them. First, it is obvious that if two devices E and F both operate the same
beacon and reception patterns, their discovery properties are symmetric. This implies that device E discovers
device F with the same worst-case latency and duty-cycle as F discovering E. A large number of publications
have studied this special case of symmetric duty-cycles, e.g., [16] or [14], for which we present a bound on
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the worst-case latency any protocol can guarantee. In contrast, if both devices run different patterns with
different duty-cycles, the discovery properties are asymmetric. For the asymmetric problem being addressed
in this paper, we study the worst-case latency that can be guaranteed if two devices have different duty-cycles,
but each device is aware of the configuration of the other device.
Another important question we answer in this paper is the partitioning of the duty-cycle, which corresponds
to the energy-budget of a device. A given duty-cycle is identical to the fraction of total time at which a
device is active. At the same time, the channel utilization (i.e., the fraction of time each device occupies the
channel, which might lie between zero and the duty-cycle) solely determines the packet collision rate. If the
channel-utilization (and hence collision rate) is unconstrained, we can derive the ratio between transmission
and reception that minimizes the discovery latency. If however the channel utilization is constrained to make
the protocol scale towards large numbers of devices carrying out ND simultaneously, each device might be
required to spend more of its duty-cycle for reception than what is optimal, at the expense of an increased
worst-case latency. In this paper, we therefore do not only derive the lowest worst-case latency that any
protocol can guarantee for a given duty-cycle, but also for a given tuple of duty-cycle and channel-utilization.
To the best of our knowledge, neither any comparable approach on analyzing the ND problem, nor any of the
resulting bounds have been known previously. When compared with known results in this area, we make the
following contributions.
Our contributions: In this paper, we for the first time present and proof the correctness of the following
fundamental bounds on deterministic ND.
(1) We present the lowest worst-case latency any symmetric (i.e., all devices operate using the same duty-
cycle), pairwise ND protocol can guarantee for a given duty-cycle and hence energy consumption.
(2) We present a latency bound for scenarios in which the channel utilization and hence the collision probability
is constrained.
(3) We study the case of two devices E and F operating on different duty-cycles ηE and ηF and derive the
lowest worst-case latency any such asymmetric protocol can guarantee.
(4) The discovery procedure between two devices E and F can be carried out in the following tree ways. A)
Only E can discover its opposite F, whereas F never discovers E. B) Either E discovers F or F discovers E,
but no bidirectional discovery is possible. C) Both E and F mutually discover each other. In this paper, we
present bounds for all three possibilities A), B) and C).
We further study the relation between our derived bounds and the relevant previously known ones [17, 16, 6, 7],
which are all limited to slotted protocols. These bounds are given in terms of a worst-case number of slots
until discovery is guaranteed, whereas the discovery latency depends on the slot length. However, there is no
known lower limit on the slot length, and hence the discovery latencies in terms of time are not clear. By
deriving such a theoretical lower limit, we relate these bounds to those presented in this paper. Further, we
compare the performances achieved by multiple previously known protocols with the corresponding bounds.
Our analysis reveals that only some protocols are optimal in the metrics spanning duty-cycle, channel uti-
lization and worst-case latency. In addition, we show that in the latency/duty-cycle metric, where channel
utilization is unconstrained, no slotted protocol can perform optimal.
Organization of the paper: The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present related
work on performance bounds of ND protocols. Next, in Section 3, we formally define the most important
properties of ND protocols. Based on them, in Section 4, we analyze the properties that ND protocols need
to fulfill for guaranteeing deterministic latencies and derive multiple fundamental bounds in Section 5. We
relate multiple existing ND protocols and previously known bounds to the bounds obtained in this paper in
Section 6. In Section 7, we numerically evaluate the fundamental bounds. Finally, we conclude our findings
in Section 8. A table of symbols and additional proofs are given in the appendix.
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Throughout this paper, we make a couple of simplifying assumptions. These assumptions are only for the
ease of exposition and do not compromise the meaningfulness or generality of the bounds we present. We list
all of these assumptions in Appendix A and also study how the bounds are modified if the assumptions are
relaxed.
2. Related Work
In this section, we describe existing works on the performance bounds of ND and relate them to this paper.
Bounds for Slotted Protocols: As already described, the vast majority of ND protocols proposed in the
literature follow a slotted paradigm, in which reception and transmission are temporally coupled into slots.
A fundamental bound for slotted protocols has been presented in [17, 16]. Here, it has been shown that for
achieving a pair of overlapping active slots for every possible initial offset within a period of T slots, at least
k =
√
T active slots per period are needed.
This bound can be achieved by schedules that are built on cyclic difference sets. Since only a very limited
number of difference sets are known, such protocols can only be realized for a few, dedicated duty-cycles.
Later protocols, such as Disco [3], Searchlight [5] or U-Connect [4] require more active slots than anticipated
by this bound, but are more flexible in terms of duty-cycles they can realize. Other recent work [6, 7] claims
to have superseded this bound. By sending an additional beacon outside of the slot boundaries in a schedule
defined by difference sets, a tighter bound than described in [17, 16] can be reached.
The bounds anticipated in [17, 16, 6, 7] are given in terms of a worst-case number of slots within which dis-
covery can be guaranteed. As already mentioned, the corresponding latency bounds depend on the slot length
I, for which there is no known lower limit. As a result, the theoretical latency limits of slotted protocols are
still unknown.
Bounds for periodic interval (PI)-Based Protocols In [18], a theory to compute the worst-case latencies
in PI-based protocols for every given tuple of parameter values (Ta, Ts, ds) has been presented. However,
since there is an infinite number of possible parametrizations (Ta, Ts, ds), and since this theory is given in the
form of a recursive computation scheme, the parametrizations that lead to the best performances and hence
the fundamental performance bound for PI-based protocols are still unknown. Further, [14] and [13] propose
parametrization schemes that can translate any desired duty-cycle into a set of beneficial parameter values
(Ta, Ts, ds). However, it is not clear if these parametrizations are actually optimal.
Generic Approaches: A generic bound for all deterministic protocols has been described in [19, 20] and
extended in [21]. Here, time is discretized and a ND protocol is represented as a bit string, in which every
time-instance can have either a “1” or a “0” assigned to it. For a “1”, the radio is active, whereas for a “0”,
the radio is in a sleep mode. In this model, two bit strings need to overlap at least at one point in time for
achieving discovery. A lower bound on the number of “1” ’s, below which discovery cannot be guaranteed, is
given. When rearranging and substituting the corresponding equations, this lower bound would correspond
to a relation between the worst-case latency L (in terms of discretized time-units) and the duty-cycle η of
L = (2 · η2)−1, which is identical to the worst-case number of slots given in [6, 7]. However, this bound does
not account for the fact that discovery can only occur if one device is transmitting a packet simultaneously
with another device listening to the channel. Both tasks cannot be performed in parallel by a single radio.
Further, neither the non-zero duration it takes to transmit a packet, nor the fact that reception phases cannot
become arbitrarily short has been considered for this bound.
In conclusion, no valid generic bounds for ND have been known prior to the work presented in this paper.
3. Neighbor Discovery Protocols
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a): Reception window sequence.
b): Repetitive beacon sequence.
Figure 1. Reception and transmission sequences.
3.1. Definition. In this section, we formally define all relevant properties of ND protocols.
Definition 3.1 (Reception Window Sequence): Let the time windows during which a device listens to the
channel be given by the tuples c1 = (t1, d1), c2 = (t2, d2), c3 = (t3, d3), ..., where each reception window ci
starts at time ti and ends di time-units later (see Figure 1a)). A reception window sequence C = c1, c2, ..., cn
could be of finite or infinite length. In this paper, for simplicity of notation, we refer to such finite length
sequences by C and infinite length sequences by C∞.
For the simplicity of exposition, throughout this paper, we always assume that any C∞ is an infinite con-
catenation of some finite length sequence C. For such C∞, we define nC = |C| (i.e., the number of windows
contained in C). Further, we denote the time between the ends of two consecutive instances of C as the
reception period TC . It is worth mentioning that all our bounds remain valid also for sequences C∞ that are
not given by concatenating the same C, as we show in Appendix A.1.
We assign a time-axis to every instance of C. For convenience, which will become clear later, the origin of time
in a certain instance C will start at the end of the last reception window of the previous instance, as depicted
in Figure 1a). In this figure, C consists of three reception windows (i.e., c1, c2, c3), and three concatenated
instances of C are shown. The origin of the time-axis for the highlighted instance lies at the end of c3.
Definition 3.2 (Beacon Sequence): A sequence of beacons B = b1, b2, ..., bm sent at the time-instances
τ1, τ2, ..., τm, as depicted in Figure 1b), is called a beacon sequence of length m. The transmission dura-
tions of these beacons are given by ω1, ω2, ..., ωm. A sequence of infinite length (i.e., m → ∞) is denoted by
B∞.
We denote infinite length beacon sequences B∞ that are given by concatenations of a finite beacon sequence
B as repetitive beacon sequences. In such repetitive sequences, mB = |B| and the time between the ends of
two consecutive instances of B is given by TB . In general, unlike for reception window sequences, we do not
restrict our considerations to repetitive infinite beacon sequences. However, we will proof that all beacon
sequences that optimize the relevant metrics of the ND procedure are repetitive.
We indicate that an arbitrary shorter sequence B′ is part of a longer sequence B∞ by using the notation
B′ ∈ B∞. For example, in Figure 1b), B′ = b2, b3, b4, b5 ∈ B∞. Further, the time between the beginning of
beacon bi and beacon bi+1 is called the beacon gap λi. It is λi = τi+1 − τi.
Definition 3.3 (ND Protocol): A tuple of an infinite beacon and reception window sequence (B∞, C∞) is
called a ND protocol.
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Figure 2. a) Transmissions starting within the hatched area can only fractionally coincide.
b) Offset Φ1 of the first beacon b1 and Φ2 of the second beacon b2 in range.
In this paper, unless explicitly stated, we assume that C∞ and B∞ stem from two different devices E and F.
When it is necessary to explicitly specify the device a sequence is scheduled on, we apply the notation CE,∞ or
BF,∞, where E and F refer to device E or F. We also apply this notation to reception windows and beacons,
e.g., bE,1 refers to beacon 1 on device E and cF,1 refers to reception window 1 on device F.
The most important properties of a ND protocol are its duty-cycle η, its worst-case latency L and its channel
utilization β, as defined next.
Definition 3.4 (Worst-Case Latency): Given two devices E and F, where E runs an infinite beacon sequence
and F an infinite reception window sequence, the worst-case latency L is the earliest possible time after which
an overlap of a packet from E with a reception window of F is guaranteed, measured from the point in time
both devices come into the range of reception.
Definition 3.5 (Duty-Cycle): The transmission duty-cycle β of a device is the fraction of time it spends
for transmission, whereas the reception duty-cycle γ is the fraction of time spent for reception. In general,
depending on the configuration of the radio (e.g, transmit power and receiver gain), transmission incurs a
different power consumption than reception. Therefore, the total duty-cycle η is given as a weighted sum
η = γ + αβ, whereas the weighting factor α is the fraction of powers for transmission and reception, i.e.,
α = Ptx/Prx. For a radio running a tuple of sequences (B∞, C∞), it is:
(1) β = lim
m→∞
∑m−1
i=1 ωi
τm − τ1 , γ = limn→∞
∑n−1
i=1 di
tn − t1 , η = αβ + γ
The transmission duty-cycle β is the same as the channel utilization. The duty-cycle directly corresponds to
the power consumption of an ideal radio. Non-ideal radios are discussed in Appendix A.2.
Lemma 3.1 (Repetitive Sequences): Given a tuple of sequences B∞, C∞ that are concatenations of a finite
length sequence B or C, the duty-cycle is computed as follows.
(2) β =
∑mB
i=1 ωi
TB
=
∑mB
i=1 ωi∑mB
i=1 λi
, γ =
∑nC
i=1 di
TC
, η = αβ + γ
3.2. Packet Length. A beacon needs to be transmitted entirely within a reception window of a remote device
for being received successfully. Each beacon has a certain transmission duration ωi, and if a beacon is sent
within the last ωi time-units of a reception window (cf. the hatched area in Figure 2a)), it cannot be received
successfully. Nevertheless, for the sake of simplicity of exposition, we assume that any overlap between a
beacon and a reception window leads to a successful discovery in the rest of this paper. We further assume
that all packets have the same length and neglect the transmission duration of the last, successfully received
beacon. We study the relaxation of these assumptions in Appendix A.3 and A.4.
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4. Deterministic Beacon Sequences
A device F can successfully discover another device E only if E sends a packet during one of the reception
windows of F. We refer to the other direction as E discovering F. In what follows, we first consider F discovering
E only, and later generalize it towards mutual discovery.
On device F, let B′ be a subsequence of B∞ starting with the first beacon that is in range of a remote device
E. Further, let E run an infinite reception window sequence C∞. Though B∞ and hence B′ ∈ B∞ could be
of infinite length, let us think of B′ as a fixed-length sequence that contains m beacons. This assumption is
valid because beacons that are sent after a rendezvous took place are not relevant for the discovery procedure.
Now recall that the reception windows of C∞ are formed by concatenations of a finite sequence C and every
instance of C has a coordinate system. The first beacon b1 in B′ will be sent within a certain instance of C
and will have a certain random offset Φ1 from the coordinate origin of this instance, as depicted in Figure 2b).
Figure 2b) shows an infinite beacon sequence that consists of concatenations of C = c1, c2, c3, of which one
full instance is depicted. In addition, the figure contains the last reception window c3 of the previous instance
and the first reception window c1 of the succeeding one. Further, three beacons b0, b1 and b2 are shown, of
which only b1 and b2 are in range. Here, B′ consists of b1, b2 and some later beacons that are not shown in
the figure. Beacon b1 falls into the depicted instance of C and has an offset of Φ1 time-units from its origin.
In general, for some offsets Φ1, at least one beacon of B′ will coincide with a reception window of C∞, whereas
other offsets might not lead to a reception. If an overlapping pair of a beacon and a reception window exists
for all possible offsets Φ1, the tuple (B′, C∞) guarantees discovery within a bounded amount of time and
hence realizes deterministic ND. We in the following formalize the properties such a tuple (B′, C∞) needs to
fulfill for guaranteeing discovery.
4.1. Coverage and Determinism. A tuple (C∞, B′), along with Φ1, is depicted in Figure 2b). It is obvious
that the offset Φ1, which is a measure for the shift of B′ against C∞, solely determines whether a beacon
in B′ overlaps with a reception window in C∞ or not. The time-duration after which such an overlap takes
place, and hence the discovery latency, is also determined by Φ1. For what values of Φ1 will beacon b1 fall
into one of the reception windows? Clearly these are given by the set Ω1 = {[t1, t1 + d1], [t2, t2 + d2], ...}
(cf. Figure 2b)). In other words, if Φ1 ∈ Ω1, then b1 is successfully received. Similarly, if Φ2 is the offset
of b2, then for Φ2 belonging to the set Ω1, b2 will be successfully received (see Figure 2b)). Now, what
are the offsets offsets Φ1 of b1, such that beacon b2 is successfully received? These are given by the set
Ω2 = {[t1 − λ1, t1 + d1 − λ1], [t2 − λ1, t2 + d2 − λ1], ..}, where λ1 is the time-distance between the beacons b1
and b2, as already defined in Section 3 (see Figure 2b)). Therefore, Ω2 is obtained by shifting all elements of
Ω1 by λ1 time-units to the left. Then Ωk for k = 3, 5, ... is similarly defined as
(3) Ωk={[t1−
∑k
i=1 λi,t1+d1−
∑k
i=1 λi],[t2−
∑k
i=1 λi,t2+d2−
∑k
i=1 λi],...}.
One can now easily see that if Φ1 ∈ Ω1 ∪ Ω2 ∪ ... ∪ Ωm, then one beacon from b1, ..., bm will be successfully
received.
We will now define a coverage map, which can be used to reason about initial beacon offsets Φ1 that lead to
a beacon in a beacon sequence being received by a given C∞.
4.1.1. Coverage Maps. A coverage map is a graphical representation of all offsets Φ1 for which any beacon in
B′ overlaps with a reception window in C∞. From this form of representation, we can obtain many relevant
properties of a tuple (B′, C∞), as explained later.
Recall that C∞ is a repeated concatenation of a sequence of reception windows C, i.e., C∞ = C C C... Now, we
need to be able to specify specific instances of C within C∞. For this purpose, let us consider a simple example
where C has two reception windows X and Y , and C∞ is therefore given by C∞ = X Y X Y..., and in order to
distiniguish between different instances of these reception windows, we will denote C∞ = X0 Y0 X1 Y1 X2 Y2...
. The reception windows Xi and Xi+1, as well as Yi and Yi+1, are Tc time-units apart (see Figure 3a) and
recall the definition of Tc from Section 3).
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a): Example sequences B′ and C∞.
b): Coverage map for these example sequences drawn over two periods.
Figure 3. Coverage maps.
Figure 3a) exemplifies a sequence of beacons B′ = b1, ...b7. Below, two reception windows X0, Y0 of a different
device are depicted, together with their periodic repetitions X1, Y1, which are TC time-units later. Again,
b1 ∈ B′ has a certain random offset Φ1 from the origin of C.
Figure 3b) depicts the coverage map for the sequences exemplified in Figure 3a). The rows labeled with
Ω1,Ω2, ...,Ω7, depict all initial offsets Φ1 of b1 ∈ B′, for which a certain beacon bi ∈ B′ is received successfully.
In the first row of Figure 3b), which is denoted by Ω1, the offsets for which b1 coincides with an arbitrary
reception window in range are depicted. Obviously, these are all offsets for which b1 directly coincides with
a reception window. The next beacon b2 is sent by λ1 time-units later than b1, and hence the offsets Φ1 of
b1 for which b2 overlaps with a reception window (i.e., those in Ω2) are equivalent to those contained in Ω1
minus λ1 time-units.
As a generic rule, the offsets Φ1 for which beacon bi coincides with a certain reception window are given by
the offsets for which b1 matches this reception window, translated by
∑i−1
k=0 λk time-units to the left. We say
that an offset Φ1 is covered, if any beacon in B′ overlaps with any reception window in C∞ for this offset.
The union of Ω1, ...,Ω7 forms a coverage map, from which one can obtain which particular beacon will be
received by which particular reception window given any offset Φ1. For example, in Figure 3b), if b1 is sent
shortly after time 0 (i.e., within the highlighted frame in Figure 3b)), b3 will match reception window X1 and
b7 will match X2. From coverage maps, we can also read the following information:
• Packet-to-packet discovery latency l∗: Let l∗ be the latency measured from the first beacon in range
to the last, successfully received one. From the smallest row number i in which a certain offset is covered, one
can infer l∗, since l∗(i) =
∑i−1
k=1 λk = τi − τ1. For example, for an offset Φ1 slightly above 0 (i.e., an offset
within the highlighted frame in Figure 3b)), the packet-to-packet discovery latency will be l∗ = τ3 − τ1, since
b3 is the earliest successful packet for this offset.
• Determinism: By verifying that all possible initial offsets are covered by at least one beacon, we can
determine whether B′ is deterministic in conjunction with C∞ (see next section for a definition of determinism).
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• Redundancy: By quantifying the amount of offsets that are covered by more than one beacon, we can
determine the degree of redundancy of B′ in conjunction with C∞.
4.1.2. Determinism. Protocols that can guarantee discovery for every possible initial offset are called deter-
ministic, as defined next.
Definition 4.1 (Deterministic ND Protocol): A beacon sequence B′ is deterministic in conjunction with an
infinite reception window sequence C∞, if all possible initial offsets Φ1 are covered by the tuple (B′, C∞).
A deterministic ND protocol (B∞, C∞) consists of concatenations of deterministic beacon sequences and
guarantees a successful discovery within an upper latency bound L.
Lemma 4.1: If a beacon sequence B′ covers all initial offsets within [0, TC ], then all other initial offsets
outside of the interval [0, TC ] are also covered.
Proof. Let us assume that a certain range of offsets
[Φx,Φy], Φx,Φy ≤ TC is covered by a beacon bi in conjunction with a certain reception window cj . Since
the pattern of reception windows repeats after every TC time-units, the same offsets that correspond to this
reception window will also be covered in every earlier or later period TC . .
Definition 4.2 (Redundant Sequences): If at least one initial offset within [0, TC ] is covered by more than
one beacon, then the tuple (B′, C∞) is redundant. Otherwise, it is disjoint.
For example, in Figure 3b), all initial offsets are covered and hence the depicted tuple (B′, C∞) is deterministic.
Further, since some offsets, e.g., the ones slightly above offset 0 (marked by the highlighted frame in Figure 3b))
are covered twice, it is also redundant.
4.1.3. Coverage. We now formally define the coverage Λ. Recall that Ωi is a set of intervals. If we now restrict
each Ωi to contain only intervals, or their parts, that lie within one instance of C (i.e., within 0 and TC), then
the sum of all such intervals for all Ωi, i = 1, ...,m is the same as the coverage Λ. Therefore, we formally define
Λ as follows.
Definition 4.3 (Coverage): Given a tuple (B′, C∞), let an auxiliary variable be given by Λ∗(Φ1) = k, if the
offset Φ1 is covered by k > 0 beacons, and 0, otherwise. Then, the coverage Λ is defined as
(4) Λ =
∫ TC
0
Λ∗(Φ1)dΦ1.
For example, in Figure 3b), if the lengths of Xi and Yi are equal to unity, then Λ = 14, since there are 7
instances of X and 7 instances of Y in [0, TC ].
4.2. Minimum Coverage. We next quantify the amount of coverage every beacon induces.
Theorem 4.2 (Coverage per Beacon): Given a tuple (B′, C∞), every beacon bi ∈ B′ induces a coverage of
exactly
∑nC
k=1 dk time-units.
Proof. The first beacon b1 in B′ will cover exactly those time-units for which b1 directly coincides with a
reception window. The sum of such matching offsets is therefore
∑nC
k=1 dk time-units. Every later beacon bi
will cover the same offsets shifted by the sum of beacon gaps
∑i
k=1 λk to the left, which does not impact the
amount of offsets covered. Since C∞ is an infinite concatenation of a finite sequence C, for every covered offset
that is shifted out of the considered range [0, TC ], the same amount from a later period is shifted into that
range, such that each beacon bi covers exactly
∑nC
k=1 dk time-units within [0, TC ]. 
From Lemma 4.1 follows that the minimum coverage needed to achieve determinism is TC time-units, and
from Theorem 4.2 follows that each beacon in a sequence induces a coverage of
∑nC
k=1 dk time-units. This
leads to a minimum length of any beacon sequence for achieving determinism.
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Figure 4. Partial sequences of an infinite beacon sequence.
Theorem 4.3 (Beaconing Theorem): Given an infinite reception window sequence C∞, the minimum number
of beacons M a beacon sequence B′ needs to consist of for achieving deterministic discovery in conjunction
with C∞ is:
(5) M =
⌈
TC∑nC
k=1 dk
⌉
Proof. With Theorem 4.2, every beacon causes a coverage of Λ =
∑nC
k=1 dk in each period TC of C∞. For a
deterministic encounter, all initial offsets within [0, TC ] need to be covered at least once and hence a coverage
Λ of at least TC time-units is needed. Therefore, the number of beacons must reach or exceed the quotient
TC/Λ. 
Intuitively, we attempt to “fill” a coverage map by shifted “copies” of the reception windows in C. Each beacon
in B′ adds such a shifted “copy” and M is the lowest number of “copies” to seamlessly “fill” the entire range
[0, TC ]. It is worth mentioning that Theorem 4.3 is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for deterministic
ND: A beacon sequence might consist of more than M beacons, but might cover multiple offsets more than
once, whereas other offsets remain uncovered. Therefore, there would be some offsets for which the beacon
sequence would not match the infinite reception window sequence. In contrast, a sequence of M beacons that
cover disjoint offsets in conjunction with C∞ is always deterministic.
5. Fundamental Bounds
In this section, we derive the lower bounds on the worst-case latency that any ND protocol can guarantee
in different scenarios (e.g., symmetric or asymmetric discovery). First, we consider the most simple case in
which one device F runs an infinite reception window sequence CF,∞ without beaconing, whereas another
device E only runs an infinite beacon sequence BE,∞ without ever listening to the channel. We refer to this
as unidirectional beaconing. It is worth mentioning that there is also the possibility to design unidirectional
protocols in which either of both devices can discover each other. A bound for this possibility is given in
Appendix C.
5.1. Bound on Unidirectional Beaconing.
5.1.1. The Coverage Bound. Consider a beacon sequence B′ = b1, ...bm in conjunction with an infinite recep-
tion window sequence C∞. We know from Theorem 4.3 that if B′ is optimal, every M subsequent beacons
in B′ guarantee discovery. What are the beacon gaps λi using which such M beacons need to be spaced for
minimizing the discovery latency and duty-cycle?
The worst-case packet-to-packet discovery latency l∗ measured from the first beacon in range to the last,
successfully received one is given by the sum of M − 1 beacon gaps that lie between these packets. Since
both devices could have come into range by up to one beacon gap before the first beacon in range is sent, the
worst-case latency L is therefore given byM beacon gaps. Clearly, when considering a sequence ofM beacons,
the lowest worst-case latency is achieved if the corresponding sum of M beacon gaps is minimized, under the
constraint that all offsets in [0, TC ] are covered exactly once. However, the following relation prevents us from
making such M beacon gaps arbitrarily short. B′ is part of an infinite sequence B∞, which has a certain
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transmission duty-cycle β. Therefore, the long-term rate of beacon transmissions (i.e, the number of beacons
sent per time-interval) and hence the average beacon gap λ is fully defined by β. If a sum of M subsequent
beacon gaps is smaller than (M − 1) · λ time-units, a later sum of M subsequent beacon gaps in B∞ needs to
exceed (M −1) ·λ time-units to maintain the transmission duty-cycle. The deterministic sequence in B∞ that
has the largest sum of M beacon gaps determines the global worst-case latency. Hence, in an optimal infinite
beacon sequence B∞, every sum of M consecutive beacon gaps must be equal to M · λ time-units. We now
illustrate this finding using an example and then formalize it to derive a bound for unidirectional beaconing.
A sequence B′ = b1, ..., b7 is exemplified in Figure 4. In this example, let the minimum number of beacons
for achieving determinism M be equal to 4 and let the partial sequences (b1, ..., b4), (b2, ..., b5), (b4, ..., b7)
be deterministic. E.g., consider the deterministic sequence b1, ..., b4. Let us assume that b4 would be sent
somewhat earlier than depicted. Then, by decreasing λ3, the beacon gap λ4 would increase accordingly, and
though the sequence b1, ..., b4 would guarantee a shorter discovery latency for all possible offsets, the sequence
b4, ..., b7 would lead to a larger global worst-case latency. We can use this insight to derive the following bound.
Theorem 5.1 (Coverage Bound): The lowest worst-case latency that can be guaranteed by a tuple (B∞, C∞)
is:
(6) L =
⌈
TC∑nC
i=1 di
⌉
ω
β
Proof. Consider a sequence B′ = b1, ..., bm. For m→∞, it converges into the global, infinite beacon sequence
B∞. As already described, Theorem 4.3 implies that the worst-case latency is given by the largest sum of M
consecutive beacon gaps. Under the assumption that every sum of M consecutive beacon gaps is identical to
M times the mean beacon gap length λ, the worst-case latency would be M · λ time-units. We now study
how L changes if at least one sum of M consecutive beacon gaps in B′ differs from M ·λ time-units. Since τ1,
τm and m >> M are predefined by the sequence B′, the total sum of beacon gaps in B′ always has a value
of (m− 1) · λ time-units. If there is at least one sum of M consecutive beacon gaps that is lower than M · λ
time-units, then, another sequence of length M within B′ must have a larger sum of beacon gaps than M · λ
to compensate for the shorter one. Hence, in an optimal reception window sequence, every sum of M beacon
gaps has a value of exactly M · λ time-units. The mean beacon gap length is given by λ = (τm−τ1)/(m−1) and
the worst-case latency by L = M · λ. Expressing the mean beacon gap length by the duty-cycle for beaconing
(cf. Equation 1) and expanding M using Theorem 4.3 leads to Equation 6. 
The following lemma is a direct consequence of this proof.
Lemma 5.2 (Repetitiveness of Beacon Sequences): Every B∞ that can guarantee optimal relations between
the worst-case latency and duty-cycle is repetitive, with a period ofmB = M beacons or TB = M · ωβ time-units.
5.1.2. Optimal Reception Window Sequences. We know that in an optimal beacon sequence, every M con-
secutive beacon gaps must form a sum of TB time-units. To that end, the corresponding reception window
sequence must be designed such that all offsets in [0, TC ] can be covered by such a beacon sequence. While
there are in general multiple suitable sequences C∞ for a given B∞, all optimal ones must fulfill the following
property.
Theorem 5.3 (Overlap Theorem): All infinite reception window sequences C∞ that achieve optimal latency/duty-
cycle and latency/duty-cycle/channel utilization relations are given by the following equation:
(7) TC = k ·
nC∑
i=1
di, k ∈ N
Proof. Let us assume that TC is composed of a certain multiple k ∈ N of
∑nC
i=1 di time-units, minus a certain
value ∆ ∈ [0,∑nCi=1 di], such that TC = k ·∑nCi=1 di −∆. We note that Theorem 5.1 implies the same worst-
case latency for all values of ∆, since the ceiling function in Equation 6 does not change its value. With
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TC = k ·
∑nC
i=1 di −∆, the reception duty-cycle is given by (cf. Equation 2):
(8) γ =
∑nC
i=1 di
k · (∑nCi=1 di −∆)
From Equation 8 follows that the duty-cycle is minimized for ∆ = 0, and hence for TC = k ·
∑nC
i=1 di. We
further note that the transmission duty-cycle β and hence the channel utilization, as given by Definition 3.5,
always remains unaffected by the value of ∆. Therefore, values given by TC = k ·
∑nC
i=1 di achieve optimal
relations between the worst-case latency and duty-cycle, as well as the worst-case latency, duty-cycle and
channel utilization. 
The intuition behind Theorem 5.3 is that covering every offset in [0, TC ] exactly once is only possible if TC
is divisible by the coverage per beacon. By combining Theorem 5.1 and 5.3, we can derive a bound for
unidirectional beaconing.
Theorem 5.4 (Fundamental Bound for Unidirectional Beaconing): Given a device E that runs an infinite
beacon sequence BE,∞ with a duty-cycle of βE and a device F that runs an infinite reception window sequence
CF,∞ with a duty-cycle of γF , the lowest worst-case latency that can be guaranteed for F discovering E is as
follows.
(9) L =
ω
βE · γF
Proof. By combining TC = k ·
∑n
k=1 dk from Theorem 5.3 and Equation 1, we can write Equation 6 as follows.
(10) L =
TC∑nC
i=1 di
· ω
β
=
ω
β · γ

5.2. Symmetric ND Protocols. In this section, we extend Theorem 5.4 towards bidirectional (i.e., device
E discovers device F and vice-versa), symmetric (i.e., both devices E and F use the same duty-cycle η) ND.
For achieving bidirectional discovery, every device runs both a beacon and a reception window sequence, and
we assume that B∞ and C∞ can be designed such that both sequences on the same device never overlap with
each other. We relax this assumption in Appendix A.5.
5.2.1. Bi-Directional Discovery. We can achieve bidirectional discovery by running the optimal sequences B∞
and C∞ we have identified for unidirectional beaconing on both devices simultaneously. The latency of each
partial discovery procedure (viz., the discovery of E by F and of F by E ) is bounded by Theorem 5.4. As a
result, the worst-case latency for both partial discoveries being successful will also be bounded by Theorem 5.4.
Since both devices transmit and receive, we can optimize the share between β and γ, which leads to the
following bound.
Theorem 5.5 (Symmetric Bound for Bi-Directional ND Protocols): For a given duty-cycle η, no bi-directional
ND protocol can guarantee a lower worst-case latency than the following.
(11) L =
4αω
η2
Proof. By inserting η = αβ + γ (cf. Definition 3.5) into Equation 10 and forming the first and second
derivative, one can show that a local minimum of L exists for β = η2·α . Inserting this into Equation 10 leads
to Equation 11. 
In fact, Theorem 5.5 also holds true for unidirectional beaconing, if the joint duty-cycle η = α · βE + γF of
two devices E and F is to be optimized.
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5.2.2. Collision-Constrained Discovery. For achieving the bounds given by the Theorems 5.5 and C.1, we have
assumed that collisions do not occur. This assumption often holds true for a pair of radios (cf. Appendix A.5).
However, as soon as more than two radios are carrying out the ND procedure simultaneously, collisions become
inevitable and some of the discovery attempts fail. As a result, some devices might discover each other after
the theoretical worst-case latency has passed, or, depending on the protocol design, might not discover each
other at all. Therefore, it is often required to limit the channel utilization and hence collision rate, which
leads to an increased worst-case latency bound. It is worth mentioning that for large numbers of devices
carrying out the discovery simultaneously, the optimal trade-off between the discovery latency, duty-cycle and
the probability using which this latency is achieved is often given by redundant sequences, in which every offset
is covered by more then one beacon simultaneously. As a result, a colliding beacon does not necessarily lead
to a failed discovery, since the other beacons that cover the same offset might not be subjected to collisions.
From this trade-off results a certain channel-utilization, which impacts the worst-case latency the protocol
guarantees for a pair of devices. We in this section study the worst-case latency that can be achieved for a pair
of devices given a certain maximum channel utilization. The optimal trade-off between the duty-cycle, success
rate for a certain number of devices and the latency within which discovery is achieved given this success rate
is addressed in Appendix B.
Consider a number of S senders, of which each occupies the channel by a time-fraction of β. The first beacon
of an additional sender that starts transmitting (or comes into range) at any random point in time will face a
collision probability of (cf. [22]):
(12) Pc = 1− e−2(S−1)·β
Once a beacon has collided, the repetitiveness of infinite beacon sequences (cf. Lemma 5.2) implies that the
fraction of later beacons colliding with this device is predefined. Nevertheless, since all offsets between the
two sequences occur with the same probability, the collision probability of any individual beacon is given by
Equation 12. When constraining the channel utilization to a maximum value βm that must never be exceeded,
the following latency bound applies.
Theorem 5.6 (Bound for Symmetric ND with Constrained Channel Utilization): For a given upper bound
on the channel utilization βm, no symmetric ND protocol can guarantee a lower worst-case latency than the
following.
(13) L =
{
4αω
η2 , if η ≤ 2αβm
ω
η·βm−αβ2m , if η > 2αβm
Proof. Equation 13 follows directly from Equation 9 by eliminating γ using η = αβm + γ (cf. Definition
3.5). 
Theorem 5.6 implies that if the constraint βm is smaller than η/2α, which is the optimal channel utilization for
a certain duty-cycle η (cf. Theorem 5.5), the worst-case latency is increased.
5.3. Asymmetric Discovery. So far, we have assumed that two devices E and F have the same duty-cycle,
i.e., ηE = ηF = η. Next, we study the latencies of asymmetric protocols with ηE 6= ηF . We thereby assume
that each device knows the duty-cycle of and hence the sequences on its opposite device. The case of every
device being allowed to chose its duty-cycle autonomously during runtime is also relevant and needs to be
studied in further work.
Theorem 5.7 (Bound for Asymmetric ND): The lowest worst-case latency for two-way discovery that two
devices E and F running asymmetric ND protocols with duty-cycles ηE and ηF can guarantee is as follows.
(14) L =
4αω
ηEηF
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Figure 5. Slotted schedule proposed in [16]. Hatched bars depict transmissions, smaller
rectangles reception phases.
Proof. According to Theorem 5.4, the lowest worst-case one-way discovery latency LF for device F discovering
device E and the latency LE for the reverse direction are as follows.
(15) LF = ωγF ·βE , LE =
ω
γE ·βF
The global worst-case latency for two-way discovery is given by L = max(LE , LF ). Because of this, every
optimal asymmetric ND protocol must fulfill LF = LE , since in cases of e.g., LF > LE , one could decrease the
reception duty-cycle γF of device F and still achieve the same two-way discovery latency L. From LE = LF
and Equation 15 follows that γF/γE = βF/βE = const = µ. By substituting βE by βF/µ in LF (cf. Equation 15)
and by substituting γF = ηF − αβF , we obtain:
(16) LF =
ωµ
(ηF − αβF )βF
By differentiating LF by βF , we can show that LF is minimal for βF = ηF/2α. Similarly, LE has a local
minimum at βE = ηE/2α. When re-substituting µ by βF/βE and replacing βF and βE by their optimal values,
we obtain Equation 15. 
6. Previously Known Protocols
In this section, we relate the worst-case performance of popular protocols and previously known bounds to
the fundamental limits described in the previous section.
6.1. Worst-Case Bound of Slotted Protocols. As already described in Section 2, a worst-case number
of slots within which discovery can be guaranteed is known for slotted protocols [17, 16]. The corresponding
worst-case latency in terms of time is proportional to the slot length I, for which there is no known lower
limit. In this section, we for the first time transform this worst-case number of slots into a latency bound and
establish the relations to the fundamental bounds on ND presented in this paper. We will also address the
bound presented in [6, 7], which has been claimed to be tighter than the bound in [17, 16].
6.1.1. Latency/Duty-Cycle Bound. According to [17, 16], no symmetric slotted protocol can guarantee discov-
ery within T slots by using less than k ≥ √T active slots per T . The associated worst-case latency is L · I
slots, which is directly proportional to the slot length I. We in the following derive a theoretical lower limit
for I and hence for L.
Slotted protocols can only function properly, if the packet length ω is“at least one order of magnitude smaller
than I” [16]. If this requirement is not fulfilled, often a packet might not overlap with a reception window
even though the active slots of two devices overlap, as illustrated in Figure 5. Here, the slot length I in a slot
design as proposed in [16] has been set to 2 · ω. As can be seen, only half of the offsets for which two active
slots overlap would lead to a successful reception. If I would be increased, the fraction of overlapping offsets
would become larger. For achieving zero collisions independently of the slot length, let us assume a full duplex
radio, which can both transmit and receive during the same points in time. Then, the theoretical limit on the
slot length I becomes as low as one packet transmission duration ω, which leads to the following duty-cycle:
(17) η =
k · (I + αω)
T · I =
k · (I + αω)
L
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Since the limit from [17, 16] requires that k ≥ √T = √L/I, with a slot length of I = ω, Equation 17 leads to
the following latency limit:
(18) L ≥ ω(1 + 2α+ α
2)
η2
For α = 1, this bound becomes 4ωη2 and hence identical to the fundamental bound for symmetric protocols
given by Theorem 5.5. For all other values of α, this bound exceeds the one given by Theorem 5.5.
However, the assumption of full-duplex radios is not fulfilled by most wireless devices. Further, every wireless
radio requires a turnaround time to switch from transmission to reception, during which the radio is unable
to receive any packets. Therefore, I will be orders of magnitude larger than ω, which linearly increases the
worst-case latency slotted protocols can guarantee in practice.
We now study the bound presented in [6, 7], which has been claimed to be lower in terms of slots than the one
presented in [17, 16]. It is achieved by assuming two packet transmissions per active slot ([17, 16] assumes only
one), of which one packet is sent slightly outside of the slot boundaries. By accounting for the two packets per
active slot, Equation 17 becomes η = k·(I+2αω)L , which leads to the following bound for the protocols proposed
in [6, 7]:
(19) L ≥ ω(
1
2 + 2α+ 2α
2)
η2
This bound becomes minimal for α = 1/2, for which it is identical to the bound in Theorem 5.5. Hence, the
bound in [6, 7] is lower in terms of slots than the bound in [17, 16], but indentical or larger in terms of time.
6.1.2. Latency/Duty-Cycle/Channel Utilization Bound. All previously known bounds for slotted protocols are
in the form of relations between the worst-case number of slots and the duty-cycle. The channel utilization,
which is directly related to the packet collision rate, has not been considered before. However, in slotted
protocols, the channel utilization depends both on the number of active slots per period and on the slot
length. For sufficiently large slot lengths, the turnaround times of the radio only play a negligible role.
Further, the time for reception in each slot approaches nearly the whole slot length I. Hence, for I >> ω, we
can compute the duty-cycle of slotted protocols as follows.
(20) β =
kω
IT
, γ =
kI
IT
=
k
T
, η = γ + αβ
With the requirement of k ≥ √T from [17, 16], one can express the slot length I by the desired channel
utilization β in Equation 20, which results into the following bound.
(21) L ≥ ω
ηβ − αβ2
From comparing Theorem 5.6 (cf. Equation 13) to Equation 21, it follows that if βm lies below η/2α, the
worst-case latency a slotted protocol can guarantee with a channel-utilization of β = βm is identical to the
corresponding fundamental bound. For βm > η/2α, slotted protocols cannot reach the fundamental bound
from Theorem 5.6. In practice, this means that slotted protocols can potentially perform optimal in busy
networks with many devices discovering each other simultaneously, but cannot offer optimal performance in
networks in which new devices join gradually and hence only a master node and the joining device need to
carry out ND at the same time.
For the popular protocols Disco [3], Searchlight-Striped [5], U-Connect [4] and for diffcode-based protocols [17],
slot length-dependent equations on the worst-case latency and duty-cycle are available from the literature.
When assuming sufficiently large slots and by expressing the slot length I by the channel utilization β similar
to Equation 20, one can derive the relations between the worst-case latency, duty-cycle and channel utilization
given in Table 1. Clearly, only Diffcode-based schedules reach the optimal performance in this metric, whereas
all other ones perform below the optimum.
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Protocol dm(β, η)
Diffcodes [17] ωηβ−αβ2
Disco [3] 8ωηβ−αβ2
Searchlight-S [5] 2ωηβ−αβ2
U-Connect [4]
(
3ω+
√
ω2(8η−8αβ+9)
)2
8ωβη−8ωαβ2
Table 1. Worst-case latencies of slotted protocols.
Figure 6. Product of the worst-case bound and the sum of duty-cycles ηE + ηF of two devices.
In summary, slotted protocols can perform optimal in the latency/duty-cycle/channel utilization metric, if the
channel utilization remains low. In the latency/duty-cycle metric, however, higher required channel utilizations
prevent slotted protocols from performing optimal.
7. Evaluation
In this section, we numerically evaluate the bounds from Section 5 to obtain insights on the performance of
optimal ND protocols.
7.1. Asymmetric Protocols. Asymmetric ND protocols are of high practical relevance, since they allow
multiple devices with different energy consumptions or different power budgets to operate on different duty-
cycles. We therefore in the following study the energy overhead of asymmetry. As the main metric for energy
consumption, we consider the joint duty-cycle ηE +ηF of two devices E and F. Figure 6 depicts the product of
the joint duty-cycle and the worst-case latency L, as given by Theorem 5.7. In addition, the bound for ηE = ηF
(i.e., for symmetric discovery) is shown. As can be seen, L · (ηE + ηF ) only depends on the sum ηE + ηF
and not on the actual degree of asymmetry |ηE − ηF |. In other words, there is no “cost” for asymmetry,
since asymmetric protocols can achieve the same worst-case latency as symmetric ones for a given sum of
duty-cycles.
7.2. Constrained Collision Probability. In this section, we study how constraints on the collision prob-
ability impact the worst-case performance. Figure 7 depicts such latency bounds for a maximum collision
probability Pc of 1 % and different numbers of interferring senders S. As can be seen, for small duty-cycles,
the latency bound remains unaffected by this constraint, since the collision probability is anyway below the
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Figure 7. Bounds on L when limiting the collision rate to 1 % for different numbers of
transmitters S.
threshold Pc. Starting from the duty-cycles marked with circles, the bound gets deteriorated by up to two
orders of magnitude. Therefore, protocols that scale towards larger, busy networks need to sacrifice some of
their performance for small networks.
8. Concluding Remarks
We have presented and proven the correctness of multiple fundamental bounds on the performance of ND
protocols. In particular, we have presented bounds for unidirectional beaconing and symmetric and asymmetric
bi-directional ND. Further, we have shown that if the channel utilization is constrained, existing slotted
protocols can perform optimal.
Regarding the future work on fundamental limits, there are two important problems left open. First, what
is the lowest latency an asymmetric protocol can guarantee if the duty-cycles of all devices are unknown?
Second, we have studied which latency can be guaranteed for two devices if the collision rate for a certain
larger numbers of devices is limited. But what is the best trade-off between the rate of failed discoveries,
latency and duty-cycle for a certain number of devices? An implicit, numerically solvable form of this is given
in Appendix B, but a closed-form solution needs yet to be found. Further, it is open whether this bound can
actually be achieved.
Our results outline two important directions for the development of future ND protocols. First, there is
no existing protocol which, for every duty-cycle and every required collision rate, could realize the optimal
performance predicted by Theorem 5.6. Second, protocols that contain decorrelation mechanisms to make
the collision of each beacon independent from the occurrence of previous collisions have not been studied
thoroughly. Though BLE applies some random delay for scheduling its beacons [23], the optimal randomization
technique to obtain the best trade-off between robustness and worst-case latency remains an open question.
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Appendix A. Relaxation of Assumptions
Throughout this paper, we have made multiple assumptions to ease the presentation. In this Appendix, we
relax all of these assumptions and study how the bounds are modified by this.
In particular, the following assumptions were made:
• Repetitive reception window sequences: We have assumed that every C∞ is given by infinite con-
catenations of the same C. We show that our bounds also remain valid if this assumption is relaxed in
Appendix A.1.
• Ideal radios: As described in Section 3, we have assumed ideal radios without any switching overheads.
We study the bounds for radios with switching overheads in Appendix A.2.
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• Reception of all beacons: We have assumed that beacon transmissions starting within the last ω time-
units of a reception window are received successfully, even though they do not entirely overlap with the
reception window. In Appendix A.3, we show that the presented bounds remain unaffected by this assumption.
• Transmission duration of successful packet: We have neglected the transmission duration ω of the
last, successfully received packet. We therefore show how the bounds change if this transmission duration is
accounted for, and explain why it is indeed negligible in practical problems in Appendix A.4
• Independent design of B∞ and C∞: We have assumed that C∞ does not impose any constraints on
scheduling the beacons in B∞ on the same device. We discuss this in Appendix A.5.
A.1. Non-Repetitive Reception Window Sequences. Throughout this paper, we have restricted our
considerations to infinite length reception window sequences C∞ that are given by concatenations of some finite
sequence C. Though all currently known deterministic ND protocols are constructed accordingly, reception
window sequences that continuously alter over time are also feasible. In what follows, we study such sequences
and establish that all our presented bounds remain valid for them.
Let us consider an arbitrary pattern of reception windows of infinite length C∞. Such a C∞ is characterized
by its reception duty-cycle γ. As in Section 4, we consider a sequence B′ that consists of those beacons that
are sent after both devices have come into range. Obviously, the first beacon b1 ∈ B′ is received successfully
if it directly overlaps with one of the reception windows. The fraction of time-units at which a transmission
of b1 leads to a reception is therefore identical to γ. Another beacon that is sent by λ1 time units later leads
to additional points in time at which b1 can be sent, such that one beacon out of b1, b2 is received successfully.
These additional points in time lie λ1 time-units earlier. Hence, like in Section 4, such points in time for later
beacons are given by translating those of earlier ones to the left. If every point in time is covered by exactly one
such translation, the tuple (B′, C∞) is disjoint and deterministic, and hence potentially optimal. This holds
also true for cases in which C∞ is not an infinite concatenation of the same C. The number of beaconsM that
need to be sent for guaranteeing deterministic discovery is therefore identical to the number of translations of
the reception pattern C∞, such that every point in time overlaps with exactly one such translation. It is:
(22) M =
⌈
1
γ
⌉
The ceiling function in Equation 22 implies that only reception duty-cycles γ that are given by 1/k, k =
1, 2, 3, 4, ... are optimal, since γ could be decreased without incurring a larger value of M otherwise. Hence,
optimal protocols are composed of deterministic beacon sequences B′ of length M = 1/γ, since 1/γ will always
be an integer-value. The same considerations as in Theorem 5.1 lead to the following bound:
(23) L =
ω
βγ
This is equivalent to Theorem 9, from which all further bounds are derived.
A.2. Radio Overheads. Throughout this paper, we have assumed that the radios do not require any energy
to switch from sleep mode to transmission or reception, and vice-versa. In this section, we outline how the
fundamental bounds change when such energy overheads are considered. Let us assume an overhead doTx to
switch the radio from the sleep mode to transmission and back, and an overhead doRx to switch from the sleep
mode to reception and back. These overheads can be regarded as effective additional durations of active time,
i.e., as the actual durations that are needed to switch the radio’s mode of operation, weighted by the quotient
of the average power consumption during the switching phase over the power consumption for reception.
When accounting for these offsets, one can derive from Equation 2 that the duty-cycle for transmission becomes:
(24) β =
mB∑
i=1
ωi + doTx
λi
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Similarly, the duty-cycle for reception becomes:
(25) γ =
∑mB
i=1(di + doRx)
TC
With this, Theorem 9 for unidirectional beaconing, from which all other bounds are derived, becomes:
(26) L =
1
γ
·
(
1 +
∑nC
i=1 doRx∑nC
i=1 di
)
· ω + doTx
β
.
Note that the worst-case latency depends on the number of reception windows nC , which needs to be minimized
to obtain the tightest latency bound. Therefore, sequences that consist of one single, large reception window
per period TC are most efficient. With this reception window having a length of d1, the bound for unidirectional
beaconing, from which all further bounds can be derived in the way described in the paper, is as follows:
(27) L =
1
γ
·
(
1 +
doRx
d1
)
· ω + doTx
β
.
In addition, a non-ideal radios incurs a similar overhead doTxRx to switch from transmission to reception
and an overhead doRxTx to switch from reception to transmission. The implications of these overheads are
described in Appendix A.5.
A.3. Successful Reception of All Beacons. To account for the fact that packets cannot be received if their
transmissions start within the last ω time-units of each reception window, we have to artificially shorten the
actual length of each reception window dk by one packet transmission duration ω when computing discovery
latencies, while still accounting for the full length of each reception window in computations of the duty-cycle.
As a result, the coverage per beacon Λ in Equation 6 from Theorem 5.1 needs to be reduced by one packet
transmission duration ω for each reception window, such that a modified bound can be given as follows.
(28) L =
⌈
TC∑nC
k=1(dk − ω)
⌉
ω
β
Clearly, this increases the worst-case latency that can be achieved for a given reception duty-cycle γ =
∑nC
k=1 dk
TC
.
From this and Equation 28, it follows that for a given reception duty-cycle γ, the increase of L becomes larger
for higher numbers of reception windows nC per period TC . Hence, the tightest bound can be achieved for
nC = 1, for which the term
∑nC
k=1 dk becomes d1. Using this and by setting TC = k ·(d1−ω) (cf. Theorem 5.3),
we can write Equation 28 as:
(29) L =
TCω
TCβγ − βω
By examining the first derivative of Equation 29, one can show that L becomes smaller for growing values of
TC . Using L’Hospitals law for determining the limit TC →∞, one can show that the tightest bound that can
be achieved is given by:
(30) L = lim
TC→∞
(
TCω
TCβγ − βω
)
=
ω
βγ
This bound is identical to the bound from Theorem 5.4, from which all further bounds are derived.
A.4. Neglecting the Last, Successful Beacon. We can account for the transmission duration ω of the
last, successful beacon by adding ω time-units to Equation 28. By forming the first and second derivative,
we can show that the optimal share between transmission and reception is not influenced by this. When
accounting for this packet, all our presented bounds become by ω time-units longer (e.g., Theorem 5.5 becomes
L = 4αω/η2 + ω). Besides from this, there are no changes, since finding the optimal beaconing duty-cycle β is
the only step that is potentially sensitive on adding ω to L. Since all practical ND scenarios have a worst-case
latency that is much larger than one packet transmission duration (e.g., ω = 32µs, L ∈ [0.5s, 30s], as assumed
in [14]), it is reasonable to neglect the transmission duration of this packet.
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A.5. Non-Overlapping Reception Window- and Transmission Sequences. Throughout the paper, we
have assumed that B∞ and be C∞ on the same device E can be designed independently of each other, i.e.,
the points in time at which the device transmits can be choosen without being constrained by the points in
time at which it listens to the channel. However, a radio can either transmit a beacon or be in reception mode
at the same time, and therefore B∞ and C∞ must never overlap. In this section, we discuss the implications
of this.
A.5.1. Same Sequences on Both Devices. We first study the case in which both devices E and F run the same
tuple of sequences (B∞, C∞). Here, B∞ is designed such that a beacon overlap with C∞ is guaranteed for all
initial offsets. Hence, not only an overlap of a beacon of BF with CE,∞ is guaranteed, but also an overlap of a
beacon of BE with CE,∞. Such an overlap implies that the affected reception window needs to be interrupted
for a certain amount of time.
For an ideal radio (i.e., a radio that does not require any time to switch from reception to transmission and
vice-versa, see Appendix A.2), this amount of time is identical to one packet transmission duration ω. A
beacon sent by another device within this period of time would collide and therefore would not be received
successfully, even if the radio was able to receive and transmit simultaneously.
However, a real-world radio needs a certain amount of time doTxRx to switch from transmission to reception
and an overhead doRxTx to switch from reception to transmission, during which no communication can be
carried out. We in the following analyze the impact of this. Towards this, we next compute the time-fraction
of all reception windows in C∞, during which the radio is unable to receive.
Since an optimal tuple of sequences (C∞, B′) is designed such that every initial offset is covered exactly once,
exactly one beacon of B′ will overlap with a reception window for every possible initial offset. For every such
overlap, the radio is unable to receive incoming packets for doTxRx+doRxTx+da time-units within the affected
reception windows.
In a tuple B∞, C∞, how frequent do such overlaps occur and which fraction of the total reception time is
“blocked” by them? Since the sum of every M beacon gaps in B∞ is is identical to the worst-case latency L
(cf. Theorem 5.1), there will be exactly one such overlapping beacon in every sequence of M beacons. From
Theorem 10 follows that L = TC ·ω/β, and hence L is always divisible by TC . In every instance of TC , there are∑nC
i=1 di time-units during which the radio is scanning, and therefore, the radio spends M ·
∑nC
i=1 di time-units
per worst-case latency L for scanning. Because exactly one beacon of the same device overlaps with a scan
window once per worst-case latency L, the probability of failed discoveries is:
(31) Pfail =
doTxRx + doRxTx + da
M ·∑nCi=1 di
In this equation, we assume that the amount of time during which the radio is “blocked” per packet that
overlaps with a reception window of the same device is always identical to doTxRx + doRxTx + da. We in the
following proof this assumption. Recall from Section 4.1 that every beacon of a deterministic Sequence B′,
in conjunction with a reception window from C∞ on a remote device, leads to a certain contiguous range of
covered offsets, which we in the following call a coverage image. If the initial offset Φ1 lies within one of these
coverage images, B′ is received successfully. Figure 8 exemplifies a coverage map of a non-redundant and
deterministic (and hence potentially optimal) ND protocol. Here, C consists of only one reception window
and hence, there is one coverage image per beacon. Recall that if a remote device sends a beacon during the
last ω time-units of every scan window, it is not received successfully (cf. Appendix A.3). Hence, the last ω
time-units of every coverage image needs to overlap with a different coverage image to maintain deterministic
discovery. Therefore, every coverage image has the following three parts (cf. Figure 8).
• Part C has a length of ω time-units, and a beacon of the remote device that falls into this part will
not be received successfully. Therefore, such Parts C do not contribute to the overall coverage.
• To nevertheless ensure discovery if a beacon falls into such a Part C of a coverage image, each Part C
is also covered by the Part A of another coverage image, which also has a length of ω time-units.
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Figure 8. Coverage Map of a deterministic beacon sequence B′F in conjunction with a certain
CE,∞. The offsets covered by any reception window are composed by a Part A that overlaps
with the last ω time-units of another reception window, a Part B that is disjoint and a Part
C, during which an incoming packet is not successfully received.
• The remaining part B is disjoint, i.e., no part of any other coverage image overlaps with it.
On the same device E, we know that exactly one packet of BE,∞ will overlap with at least one scan-window of
CE,∞ per L, which effectively interrupts or shortens the affected scan window. Such an overlap could happen
in one of the following three ways.
(1) The overlapping packet falls into the scan window such that a contiguous duration of doTxRx+doRxTx+
da time-units is blocked (e.g., it falls into the center of Part B).
(2) The overlapping packet falls into the beginning (e.g., Part A) of the scan window. Since Part A of
every coverage image overlaps with a Part C of another coverage image, if a fraction of the “blocked”
time would lie left of this scan window, it would overlap with Part B of another scan window (cf.
Figure 8). Hence, the amount of occupied scanning time is equal to is doTxRx + doRxTx + da also for
this situation.
(3) The same holds true for a packet falling into Part C.
Hence, in all three cases, the amount of “blocked” time is doTxRx + doRxTx + da.
A.5.2. Different Sequences on Both Devices. For asymmetric discovery (i.e., both devices have different duty-
cycles), a quadruple of beacon- and reception window sequences can be designed such that B∞ and C∞ on
the same device never overlap, while allowing for disjoint and deterministic two-way discovery between the
two devices. Figure 9 depicts a pair of tuples (BF,∞, CF,∞) and (BE,∞, CE,∞) along with the corresponding
coverage maps. As can be seen, (BF,∞, CE,∞) and (BE,∞, CF,∞) realize disjoint and deterministic discovery,
while the sequences on the same device never overlap.
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Figure 9
Appendix B. Failures due to Collisions
A limit on the channel utilization often results from minimizing the rate of failed discoveries for a larger
number of devices. For such large networks, what is the best relation between the duty-cycle, the discovery
latency and the probability using which this discovery latency is achieved? And which limit on the channel-
utilization results from this relation? A ND protocol that performs optimal in this trade-off can at the same
time potentially guarantee a low worst-case latency for a pair of two devices (for which collisions do not occur),
which is determined by the channel utilization. While we have studied the impact of the channel utilization
on the theoretic worst-case lateny bound for a pair of devices in Section 5.2.2, we below study which latency
can be achieved with a given failure-rate for a given duty-cycle in large networks.
In networks in which multiple devices carry out the ND procedure simultaneously, collisions are inevitable and
the theoretical worst-case latency L is only achieved with a certain probability. In such cases, a ND protocol
is characterized by a latency function L′(η, Pf , S). The latency L′ is the lowest latency that is not exceeded
by more than a fraction of Pf of all discovery attempts. This means that when S devices attempt to discover
each other, a fraction of 1−Pf of all discovery attempts will be successful within L′ time-units. The remaining
attempts will either be successful at a later point in time or fail permanently. The question we study in this
section is: Given a certain tuple (η, Pf , S), what is the best L′ that can be achieved?
When not accounting for collisions (i.e., in the two-node case considered in Section 5), the optimum for L is
achieved by covering every possible initial offset exactly once, i.e., Λ = TC . Let us now consider ND protocols
in which certain offsets are covered multiple times. This can be realized using beacon sequences that are
extensions of shorter, non-redundant sequences, i.e., every offset is first covered once by a short sequence that
minimizes L and then covered again by later beacons that apply if an earlier one has collided. Towards this,
let us consider a parameter q ∈ [0, 1] and a second parameter Q ∈ Z. A fraction q of all offsets is covered
Q + 1 times and the remaining offsets are covered Q times. We further assume that a collision of any two
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Figure 10. Correlated offsets Φ1 and Φ′1 in the sequences of two devices E and F.
beacons occurs entirely independent of any previous collision, e.g., the collision probability is PC for every
pair of beacons. It is not clear whether beacon sequences that actually fulfill this assumption can be designed,
but such a complete decorrelation represents the theoretic optimum. With Pc = 1−e−2(S−2)β , the failure rate
is given by the following equation:
(32) Pf = (1− q)(1− e−2(S−2)β)Q + q(1− e−2(S−2)β)Q+1
Here, S − 2 senders are relevant for the collision probability, because the beacons from every pair of devices
discovering each other can never collide with themselves, but with the beacons from further devices. Solving
this equation by β is only easily possible for q = 0 - for other values, numeric solutions are feasible. Assuming
q = 0 implies that the amount of redundancy that is optimal can only be approximated using the integer-value
Q. The resulting near-optimal value of β can be inserted into the following modified form of Equation 6, which
accounts for every initial offset being covered Q times.
(33) L(Pf ) =
⌈
Q · TC∑nC
i=1 di
⌉
ω
β
For example, when assuming ω = 36µs, α = 1, η = 5 %, Pf = 0.05 %, S = 3, the optimal value of Q is 3 and
L(Pf ) = 0.1583 s. The resulting channel utilization is 2.07 %, which leads to a theoretical worst-case latency
L for a pair of nodes of 0.05 s. For 3 nodes, L is not reached by Pc = 7.9 % of all discovery attempts. However,
L′ can only be achieved under the assumption that all packets of multiple devices collide independently from
each other. It is currently not known whether such perfectly uncorrelated sequences can be designed.
Appendix C. Mutual Exclusive Unidirectional Discovery
In Section 5.1, we have studied unidirectional discovery in the sense that one device F could discover E without
E discovering F. However, it is also possible to design the tuple (B∞, C∞) on each device such that either
device E or F can directly discover its opposite, which we study in this section.
This form of unidirectional discovery is realized using beacon sequences B ∈ B∞, in which the beacons on
one device are sent with a fixed temporal relation to the reception windows on the same device. For example,
let beacon bF,1 on device F be sent by ζ time-units after reception window XF,1, as depicted in Figure 10.
Further, let such a relation exist on both devices and in every period TC of the reception window sequence.
As previously explained bF,1 has a random offset of ΦF,1 time-units from the coordinate origin of device E.
The temporal correlation between B∞ and C∞ on every device implies that the offset ΦE,1 beacon bE,1 has
from the coordinate origin of device F is fully determined by ΦF,1 (cf. Figure 10). It is:
(34) ΦE,1 = ζ + (ζ − ΦF,1) = 2 · ζ − ΦF,1
By exploiting this temporal relation, a quadruple of sequences (CF,∞, BE,∞, CE,∞, BF,∞) can guarantee de-
terministic one-way discovery, even if the pair (CE,∞, BF,∞) only covers half of the offsets ΦF,1 ∈ [0, TC ], by
having the pair (CF,∞, BE,∞) covering the remaining ones. Thereby, the number of beacons that need to be
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Figure 11. Quadruple of sequences (CE,∞,BE,∞, CF,∞,BF,∞) that exploits temporal cor-
relations.
sent per device for guaranteeing one-way discovery can be halved. Such a quadruple of sequences is exemplified
in Figure 11. The upper part of Figure 11 depicts the beacons (arrows) and reception windows (rectangles)
of two devices E and F. On each device, the reception windows and beacons have a fixed temporal relation,
whereas beacon bF,1 has a random offset ΦF,1 from the coordinate origin of device E. Dashed arrows depict
beacons that would need to be sent if every device would have to cover all offsets in the entire period TC on its
own. When exploiting temporal correlations between B∞ and C∞ on the same device, these beacons can be
omitted without increasing the one-way worst-case latency. The lower part of Figure 11 depicts the coverage
map of the beacons bF,1, ..., bF,4 of device F and bE,1, ..., bE,4 of device E. This coverage map represents all
offsets ΦF,1, for which either a beacon from device F overlaps with a reception window of device E or a beacon
from device E overlaps with a reception window of device F. Covered offsets of omitted beacons have been
left white. As can be seen, every possible initial offset ΦF,1 is covered by either a beacon of BF,∞ falling into
a reception window of CE,∞, or a beacon of BE,∞ falling into a reception window of CF,∞, and hence the
number of beacons per device is halved compared to direct bi-directional discovery. This leads to the following
latency bound, which is lower than the one given by Theorem 5.5. Since there are no further possibilities
to improve pairwise discovery, this is also the tightest fundamental bound for all pairwise deterministic ND
protocols.
Theorem C.1: The lowest worst-case latency a pair of devices can guarantee for mutual exclusive one-way
discovery (i.e., either of both devices can discover its opposite one) is given by:
(35) L =
2αω
η2
Proof. For a given set of offsets ΩF covered by BF ∈ BF,∞ on device E, Equation 34 defines a set of offsets
ΩE that are automatically covered by BE ∈ BE,∞ on device F , and vice-versa. If ΩF and ΩE are disjoint, the
amount of offsets contained in ΩF ∪ ΩE must sum up to TC time-units for guaranteeing one-way discovery.
Hence, the beacon sequence on every device needs to cover only 1/2 · TC time-units to guarantee one-way
determinism, and Equation 6 becomes:
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(36) L =
⌈
TC
2 ·∑nCk=1 dk
⌉
ω
β
The rest of this proof is identical to the one for direct symmetric discovery (cf. Theorem 5.5). 
Theorem C.1 is valid for one-way discovery (i.e., device E discovers device F or vice-versa). An indirect reverse
discovery can be realized as follows. Each device transmits its next point in time at which it listens to the
channel along with its beacons. The receiving device then schedules an additional packet at the received point
in time. This technique is called mutual assistance [13], and is actually a form of synchronous connectivity.
Here, the latency for two-way discovery will be increased by the maximum temporal distance between any
packet and its succeeding reception window on the same device. An upper bound for this penalty for two-way
discovery is TC time units, which can be reduced significantly in sequences with more than one reception
window per period TC . Due to the higher practical relevance, we focus on direct protocols in the rest of this
paper.
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Appendix E. Table of Symbols
α Quotient of the power spent for transmission over the power spent for reception
β Duty-cycle for transmission, which is equivalent to the channel utilization
βm Specified maximum channel utilization
η Duty-cycle
γ Duty-cycle for reception
Λ Coverage of a beacon sequence B′ given an infinite reception window sequence C∞
Λ∗(Φ1) Number of beacons that cover the offset Φ1
λi Gap between beacon i and beacon i+ 1
µ Constant ratio of the reception or beaconing duty-cycles of two devices
Ωi Set of offsets Φ1 covered by beacon i
ωi Transmission duration of beacon i
Φi Offset of the i’th beacon of a beacon sequence from the coordinate offset in C
τi Time at which beacon i is sent
ζ Fixed temporal distance of a certain beacon from a certain reception window on the same device in
every period TC
B/B∞ Finite/infinite beacon sequence
bi Beacon i
C/C∞ Finite/infinite reception window sequence
ci Reception window i
di Time duration of reception window i
doRxTx Effective additional active time for switching from reception to transmission
doRx Effective additional active time for switching from sleep to reception and vice-versa
doTxRx Effective additional active time for switching from transmission to reception
doTx Effective additional active time for switching from sleep to transmission and vice-versa
I Slot length in a slotted protocol
L Worst-case latency
l∗ Packet-to-packet latency: Worst-case latency measured from the first packet in range to the last,
successfully received one.
L′ Latency bound that can be achieved given a certain failure rate Pf among S devices.
M Minimum number of beacons needed to deterministically match an infinite reception window sequence
C∞
mB Period of a repetitive beacon sequence (in terms of number of beacons)
nC Number of reception windows contained in a finite length reception window sequence C, whose con-
catenations form an infinite sequence C∞
Pc Collision probability
Pf Rate using which discovery fails due to collisions
Ptx, Prx Power consumption of a radio for transmission or reception
Q Factor using which every offset is covered redundantly
q Fraction of offsets that are covered reduntantly by one instance more than Q
S Number of transmitting devices
TB Time-period of a repetitive, infinite beacon sequence
TC Time between the ends of two consecutive instances of the finite reception window sequence C, whose
concatenations form an infinite sequence C∞
ti Point in time the reception window i begins at
Appendix F. List of Acronyms
ND: neighbor discovery
MANET: mobile ad-hoc network
BLE: Bluetooth Low Energy
PI: periodic interval
